Bert Gee, in charge of the oldest municipal golf course in Canada, that of Edmonton, Alberta, has come to the Pacific Coast for his winter's visit, thus making local greenkeepers with work beginning to pile up green with jealousy. Course superintendents in the East have no cause to envy their contemporaries out here.

Paradoxically enough, now that the rain has come in California, greensmen have to work harder than ever to keep the color in the greens because the grass insists upon hibernating unless treated. Chemical fertilizers are in order on many courses because play is at its height and must not be stopped by heavy topdressing.
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A larger delegation than in former years will attend the February convention of the National Greenkeepers' association in Columbus, Ohio, to represent the Ontario Greenkeepers' association, President W. J. Sansom announced at the January meeting.

Those superintendents and greenkeepers who are certain of attending the convention are Mr. Sansom, Toronto Golf club; Howard Lloyd, Rosedale Golf club; Frank Hamm, Royal York club; William Austin, Humber Valley club, William Kirby, Lambton Golf and Country Club; James McCullough, of the Scarboro Golf and Country Club and a representative from the Toronto Ladies' Golf and Tennis club.

In addition to the seven greenkeepers who have made arrangements through their clubs to attend the convention, others are expected to join the party when it leaves on February 2. Mr. Sansom explained that club directorates were now considering the advisability of allowing their greenkeepers to take advantage of the opportunities provided by the National Greenkeepers' Association to study the problems with which they are confronted during the playing season.

Officers of the Ontario Greenkeepers' association are pleased with the attitude taken by the clubs toward the association's annual convention. It has taken some years to convince club secretaries and other officials that greenkeepers can and do derive a great deal of valuable information from the annual gathering, and it is with some satisfaction, indeed that the Ontario association has accepted the changing attitude of the larger clubs of the Province.

Mr. Sansom believes there might have been a much larger representation of Ontario greenkeepers at the convention but for the fact that several greenkeepers failed to make the necessary arrangements with their clubs before winter and are now confronted with the fact directorates are being changed which makes it more
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BETTER GREENS at Half the Cost...

Today, greens are cut to perfect putting condition in HALF the time at HALF the cost with the Jacobsen Putting Green Mower. It mows, smooths and rolls without packing or scarring. Its high-speed reel gives a finer cut. Its special Jacobsen-made motor supplies a world of power and continuous trouble-free service.

SAVE Club Funds with the JACOBSEN

Hundreds of America's leading golf courses use Jacobsen Putting Green Mowers. "One man cut 18 greens in 5 hours, 53 minutes." "Cuts labor costs 18%," says another. "One Jacobsen saved us $500.17 first season," says another.

FREE Demonstration

Take nothing for granted. Let us show you. We challenge comparison. Demonstration free. You name date and place. Sales and service everywhere. Write TODAY.

JACOBSEN MFG. CO.
735 Washington St., Racine, Wis.

I am interested. Note items checked:
☐ Putting Green Mower. ☐ Tee Mower.
☐ Approach and Clubhouse Mower.
☐ Free demonstration particulars.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ... State ...
One year from now—two, five or more—what will your mowing equipment be like? What will it have cost you? How will your course look? Have no regrets—no apologies to make—select the new F. & N. Unbreakable All-Steel Mowing Equipment—made by the world's largest mower manufacturers. Compare it yourself:

F. & N. All-Steel TITAN Mowers in this equipment are built especially for rugged service on all kinds of fairways. This year they are still lighter, more flexible, easier handled, longer lasting.

They won't break down just before a tournament or at any crucial time—they are positively unbreakable! Guaranteed!

Patented interlocking frame and cutter bar construction keeps the mowers in perfect alignment... prevents breakage... saves time and repair expense.

Gears are CUT from drop-forged steel—heath-treated—and turn on genuine Timken Roller Bearings in a constant bath of oil.

The blades—FIVE—are made of special analysis chrome vanadium steel—the toughest, hardest known.

Every mower is accurately machined and fitted together—not merely assembled.

BEST OF ALL—the revolving reel embodies the genuine, patented F. & N. Self-Adjusting Device.

The new all-steel gang frame, too, is even stronger, lighter, more flexible, more efficient. It fits any tractor—handles mowers in gangs of three or five. Send for full particulars.

The F. & N. Putting Green Mower

For obtaining velvety, smooth greens so necessary today, greenkeepers everywhere say this mower is easily the finest they ever used. Self-adjusting reel bearings—Alemite oiling—etc. Rubber-tired carriage for transporting is furnished. Write for catalog today.